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Abstract

As Myanmar readies itself for the second na-
tional conference on its ‘new’ peace process
in February 2017, an update on outstanding
issues with Myanmarˈs peace process may be
timely. It is hardly surprising that, despite the
months of preparation for the second Panglong
Conference in August or September 2016, there
was little or no change in the realities on the
ground in Myanmar during the year: armed
incidents between the Burmese military and
armed ethnic groups continued in the days
leading up to that conference, whether or not
official ceasefires had been signed; armed
groups that had sparred with each other regu-
larly continued to do so; and in some cases,
clashes occurred between groups that had
not actually fought each other for many years.
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1. Introduction

As Myanmar readies itself for the second na-
tional conference on its ‘new’ peace process
in February 2017, an update on outstanding
issues with Myanmarˈs peace process may be
timely (Norway 2012). It is hardly surprising
that, despite the months of preparation for the
second Panglong Conference in August or
September 2016, there was little or no change
in the realities on the ground in Myanmar
during the year: armed incidents between the
Burmese military and armed ethnic groups
continued in the days leading up to that confer-
ence, whether or not official ceasefires had
been signed; armed groups that had sparred
with each other regularly continued to do so;
and in some cases, clashes occurred between
groups that had not actually fought each other
for many years (Mizzima 2016a, b).

Failure to achieve a national peace agree-
ment would be a major political setback for
the National League for Democracy (NLD)
Government, but it will not necessarily be a po-
litical disaster as long as the areas of serious
ongoing disagreement can be contained. Be-
cause no other central governments in
Myanmar have been able to achieve such an
agreement, and most Myanmar governments
have been able to make considerable progress
in other areas, failure should be manageable:
but it would represent a significant disappoint-
ment in Aung San Suu Kyi and could lead to
the early disintegration of her democratic re-
gime. Since its independence in 1948,
Myanmar has never really experienced total
peace—it has never had a single ‘peace agree-
ment’ that was agreed by all ethnic groups;
even the 2015 ‘Nationwide Ceasefire
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Agreement’ was not accepted by some major
ethnic armed groups still engaged in insur-
gency (like the Kachin Independence Army),
or major disagreement (like the United Wa
State Army). So it is understandable, and in-
deed extremely logical, for Aung San Suu
Kyi to state that a national peace agreement un-
der which all parties are prepared to lay down
their arms and to accept the authority of the na-
tional government, is an absolute priority for
her government. Even if this is a symbolic
goal, once achieved it should contribute greatly
to increased political confidence across the
country and enhance the legitimacy of the na-
tional government.
The first Panglong Conference in 1947 was

a limited political success, as it did not include
all relevant ethnic groups such as the Karen
and the Mon, and not surprisingly, it proved
not very relevant to the creation of a single
Burmese state (UN Peacemaker 2016). It is
hard to imagine that the 2016 Panglong Con-
ference would be any more successful. How-
ever, the NLD Government is now treating
the 31 August 2016 conference as the start of
a rolling program of conferences. This might
help find a satisfactory outcome at the end of
the process, but it might also imply that all eth-
nic groups must be able to participate in the on-
going program, if not the Second Conference,
as that might be the only way that the special
interests of each groups can be embraced. This
will require both a sense of realism about what
can be achieved at the upcoming conference
and a strong sense of pragmatism about the ex-
tent of specific benefits for different groups that
can be accommodated. This might inevitably
mean some compromises have to be made by
all parties. At this early stage, it is probably
not surprising that different parties are not yet
ready to make compromises.

2. Increased Domestic Expectations of the
Peace Process

Many people in Myanmar hope that Aung San
Suu Kyi will be able to resolve outstanding is-
sues holding back regional and ethnic aspira-
tions in Myanmar and that she might at least
play a successful mediating role in reconciling

longstanding differences between Burman-
dominated institutions and ethnic groups
(Mahtani and Myo 2016). These aspirations
are quite understandable, given the dogged re-
sistance against federalism by Myanmarˈs cen-
tral authorities over many decades, but they are
not obviously based on specific pronounce-
ments or undertakings by Suu Kyi. On the
whole, the NLD has avoided giving specific
commitments regarding such matters to any
ethnic group, and any hope that Suu Kyi might
offer a way through this complex situation is
not really reflected in what is publicly known
about NLD attitudes. Even the 2015 NLD
manifesto contains mainly broad goals for a
federal system rather than specific proposals
for how to achieve these (NLD 2015).
There is plenty of evidence that higher than

usual domestic expectations of Myanmarˈ
peace process have emerged with the new
NLD government. This was partly in response
to Aung San Suu Kyi herself announcing that
a peace agreement was a priority for her. In-
deed, evidence of this intensified demand for
more concrete outcomes from Myanmarˈs
peace process can be seen in parliamentary de-
bates in Naypyitaw in July 2016 (Swan 2016).
Although that debate was inconclusive, the de-
mands for economic dividends from any peace
settlement continue to grow, especially in areas
like Rakhine State, which have never been
fully included in socio-economic development
planning until this point; or in areas like Mon
State, which have effectively been at peace
for 25 years, but have very little to show for this
in terms of socio-economic development that is
entirely under local control. Not unreasonably,
state leaders are coming to view the new NLD
government as an opportunity to press for de-
monstrable socio-economic progress, and for
more locally controlled development.

3. Analysis

Most assessments of the second Panglong con-
ference from 31 August to 3 September 2016
concur that it represented a reasonable start to
a complex process (ICG 2016). While it might
have been the case that most statements at the
second Panglong conference were no more
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than expressions of very familiar long-held
views, it was inevitable—and probably neces-
sary—for such statements to be placed on the
record. At the very least, most participants
wanted to register their viewpoints for the
NLD government. Perhaps in the same spirit,
the NLD chose not to lay down its own ideas
at this point, possibly closing off discussion
prematurely but to listen to the expectations
of all the assembled delegates. That there were
more participants than at any previous confer-
ence was a testament to efforts to ensure inclu-
siveness, but greater inclusiveness is not itself a
sufficient outcome.

On the positive side, the NLD government
recognised that this was in fact not the start of
a peace process, but the continuation of what
had been begun under Thein Sein. By keeping
three key officials from the previous Nation-
wide Ceasefire Agreement organisation—for-
mer spokesman for President Thein Sein Zaw
Htay, chief ceasefire negotiator Min Zaw Oo,
and leading facilitator Hla Maung Shwe—as
part of the new peace negotiations effort, Aung
San Suu Kyiˈs government is recognising that
the current goal is to maximise continuity and
preserving expertise while going beyond the
flawed NCA of 2015. Logically, this should
enhance the prospects of not losing what has
already negotiated and producing an agree-
ment that all parties will sign onto. Given the
difficulties of holding volatile ethnic communi-
ties to what their leaders are prepared to be
flexible on, negotiation of a comprehensive
peace agreement was never going to be
straightforward, and it would be unrealistic to
expect ongoing armed confrontations to end,
or even treat such political discussions as a
quasi-ceasefire. The directive from the ministry
of home affairs in late August 2016 that its
agencies should cooperate with Rakhine state
agencies should be seen as a positive move,
even in its amended form (Thu 2016). While
some observers have criticised the NLD gov-
ernment for not halting military activities, the
significant negative development is the exten-
sion of hostilities into Rakhine state for the first
time in many years (Lewis et al. 2016).

Some Myanmar observers have expressed
disappointment that the ‘old guard’ in several

Myanmar organisations was not immediately
‘made over’ to embrace the new governmentˈs
ideals, evenwhere those ideals were not always
spelled out in any detail before or after the elec-
tion. The case of the Union ofMyanmar Cham-
ber of Commerce and Industry has been cited
(Kyaw 2016a, b), but this ignores the fact that
UMFCCI has always been a quasi-government
agency and has traditionally not deviated from
policies outlined by successive military re-
gimes. As for the place of the peace process in
Myanmarˈs foreign policy, there has also been
little discernible difference of approach under
theNLDgovernment. In fact,Myanmar foreign
policyhasgenerallybeenmoreor lessbipartisan
and grounded in strategic realities that allow for
little differentiation between the NLD and
various military regimes both on internal and
external security matters. Although some
‘rebalancing’ might have occurred under the
NLD government, Myanmarˈs neighbours do
not really exercise much influence over
Myanmarˈs peace policies (Chow & Easley,
2016). Some members of the international
donor community provided considerable politi-
cal and financial support for Myanmarˈs peace
process as it was carried out under the Thein
Sein government. This assistance mainly
focused on capacity building and helping meet
the sizeable administrative costs involved; it
did not seek to influence the nature of the pro-
cess, but rather chose to support Myanmarˈs
own efforts. The international donors included
the United Nations, the EU and some smaller
donors such as Norway and Australia. They
did not include the major powers, the United
States, China or Russia, who presumably
considered their non-involvement would be
desirable (Mizzima 2016a, b). A good deal of
this international support has been recommitted
under the NLD government (Mizzima 2016a,
b). Criticisms of international backing of the
peace process as being wasteful and irrelevant
have not been substantiated and do not seem to
be widely shared. In Myanmar, international
support for the peaceprocesshas beengenerally
seen as beneficial; especially because it does
not seem to have involved external political
interference, has been quite generous and has
been reasonably well targeted.
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Infact, little focusedresearchhasbeencarried
outonwhat typeof federal systemmight be suit-
able forMyanmar, although it has for some time
seemed to be a likely option to translate
Myanmarˈs ethnic and regional diversity into a
practical form of government. Such ideas were
canvassed at the first Panglong conference in
1947, but they were never developed into
concrete proposals. (When the author was with
foreign dignitaries who visited the Kokang
region in the early 2000s, Kokang leaders
expressed in principle support for a federal
arrangement only tohave this soundly squashed
by accompanyingmilitary intelligence officers,
in linewith the ‘zero tolerance’ attitude towards
the concept of federalism that prevailed inside
theMyanmar army at that time.)
Understandably, perhaps, few commentaries

on federalism seek to point to any precise ar-
rangement for Myanmar. Some, like the 2002
Special Issue of the former expatriate journal,
‘Legal Issues on Burma’, focused on the com-
plexity ofMyanmarˈs ethnic issues for a federal
system. but generally, Myanmar observers
have, not surprisingly, shied away frompassing
judgmentaboutwhatwas thebest federal option
for Myanmar. As far as is known, the NLD has
not prepared a detailed policy either, although
it has endorsed an alternative draft constitution.
Naturally, this lack of precision to some extent
complicates any process of identifying a way
forward that would attract wide support inside
Myanmar. At the very least, it means that the
process needs to be moved forward gradually,
and stepby step, especially in viewof themixed
outcome for the Nationwide Ceasefire Agree-
ment under formerPresident,TheinSein,which
secured only eight out of 15 signatories.
Amongst Myanmarˈs political leaders, a range
of expertiseanda rangeofviewsexist about fed-
eral systems. It isnowincreasinglyaccepted that
an effective federal system in Myanmar would
need to be based on decentralisation of formal
government responsibilities, arrangements for
locally grounded economic development, as
well asmeasures to secure ‘the educational, lin-
guistic and cultural rights of Burmaˈs ethnic
groups’ (Blazevic, 2016).
While details of how a federal system

would be achieved have not been publicised

Myanmarˈs bureaucracy has carried out some
studies of its own. For example, a senior eco-
nomic official visited Australia in the last few
months of 2015 to explore how Australiaˈs
funding arrangements between the national
government and the state worked. That official
was to report after elections, but it is not clear
what became of this investigation. Certain eth-
nic leaders have submitted their own ideas, but
these have tended to be narrowly focused on
potential benefits for one group or one locality.
One of the more concrete arguments was that
by the Chin leader, Salai Ceu Bik Thawng,
who identified several specific measures that
the NLD could take to achieve more demo-
cratic outcomes (Ceu 2016).
Also, political dynamics can cause serious

logjams in a somewhat immature political envi-
ronment; for example, ethnic groups in
Myanmar know that they have to fight first for
theirownpoliticalsurvival,meaningfor thesup-
port of their own kind, sometimes in the face of
rival ethnic causes. This leads to a tendency to
advocate aggressively for their own viewpoint,
to be reluctant to compromise or show signs of
weakness, and an unwillingness to look beyond
the interestsof theirowngroup: so theyoftenare
not able to represent a broad, strategic perspec-
tive. Moreover, they often appear more dog-
matic than they really are; they may be more
interested in their own groupˈs satisfactory (ap-
parent?) political progress rather than a negoti-
ated outcome. Multilateral groups formed to
coordinate or manage ethnic differences, do
not enjoy much longevity in Myanmar, but
comeandgoall tooquickly.These factorsmight
explain why the NLD is not a more effective
leading voice on ethnic issues.

4. Why A Federalist System for Myanmar
Needs Much More Study

In view of the very differing circumstances of
Myanmarˈs different ethnic groups, some
framework of principles that would apply to
all groups will eventually be needed. Some
kind of Federalism could provide and answer,
but so far, there has been insufficient thinking
on how federalism might be adapted to suit
Myanmar. In most countries where modified
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federal systems have been successful, it has
taken many years, or even decades, to achieve
a unanimous understanding of how to embed
some kind of federal system in Myanmar on a
sustainable basis would probably be the same.
However, before and during the long period
of military rule (1962–2011), the notion of
‘federalism’ was not viewed kindly by Myan-
marˈs military leaders, not who only saw it as
potentially undermining hard-won national
‘unity’ but who also no doubt saw it as a sure
way of weakening centralised military control,
in informal as well as formal settings, such as
the National Convention 2005–2007. Danish
expert on Myanmarˈs ethnic issues, Mikael
Gravers, traced confused thinking about feder-
alism on all sides back as far as the post-Na-
tional Convention times (2006–2007) in his
introduction to Exploring Ethnic Diversity in
Burma (Gravers 2007).

5. NLD Policy

NLDpolicy on federalism is rather general, and
its detailed thinking since assuming govern-
ment has not yet been articulated. The 2015
NLDManifesto states its goals as: ‘… a federal
democratic union… based on the principles of
… freedom, equal rights, and self determina-
tion’ with a view to securing ‘balanced devel-
opment of all the States and Regions’ … with
a view to achieving ‘a fair distribution across
the country of the profits from natural resource
extraction’. After the NLD government took
office in April 2016, several NLD actions dem-
onstrated the NLDˈs uncertainty about pre-
cisely how national authority might be shared,
notwithstanding their primary commitment to
‘democratic federalism’. When it came to
appointing Chief Ministers for the states, for
example—something that was the prerogative
of the President under the dubious 2008 Con-
stitution—the NLD Government surprised
many by appointing NLD representatives in
every case, even where NLD had won only a
minority of state seats. In announcing these de-
cisions without consultation with other parties,
that in some instances had previously been
NLD allies, the NLD Government seems to
have alienated parties such as the Shan

Nationalities League for Democracy and the
Arakan National Party (Kyaw 2016a, b).

6. Conclusions

Despite this array of issues, the time has come
for Myanmarˈs leaders to move beyond mere
political rhetoric about the importance of peace
and to begin setting in train a serious program
to achieve genuine peace across the whole
country and for all its people (SSRR 2014). It
goes without saying that any program must
be as inclusive as possible, and not just reliant
on full ethnic participation. Gradually achiev-
ing balanced benefits from a genuine peace
would certainly satisfy most expectations of
the people of Myanmar, especially via in-
creased economic development (Horsey
2016). This is especially the case in areas that
have in the past not been the beneficiaries of
adequate central funding and local empower-
ment, such as the Rakhine State.

Obtaining a satisfactory basis—even just a
preliminary one—for peace across the country
is more pressing now than ever before, because
of the intensified popular demands across
Myanmar—across all generations and all ethnic
groups—for the development and employment
opportunities that have been denied Myanmar
people for too long. Thanks to the Internet and
whatever limited wider exposure some
Myanmar individuals have been able to experi-
encealready, this isno longer justanaspirational
goal; more andmore ordinaryMyanmar people
know that such opportunities are within reach
and, more importantly, are legitimate expecta-
tions. But it is now clear that such opportunities
will not materialise without the right enabling
environment, whether that means some assur-
ance about peace, or whether it means access
to the skills and financial investment that have
hitherto often been denied to Myanmar people
and that in the end make such development
something they can achieve without leaving
the country. (Mizzima 2016a, b)

Suu Kyi herself has long called for a ‘politi-
cal dialogue’ about the undertakings that might
need to be incorporated in any comprehensive
peace agreement (USIP 2016). This would cer-
tainly fulfill the criteria for a democratic,
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inclusive and egalitarian agreement, which
would be strongly supported internationally:
but there is no point seeking only a political di-
alogue, which is no more than the mechanism
by which the sustainable concrete outline will
be achieved. There is no point in endlessly pur-
suing a political dialogue with no idea of what
a workable and satisfactory compact might
need in order to endure. At some point, Suu
Kyi herself might need to articulate some spe-
cific elements of the eventual peace agreement,
but a precursor to that is likely to be a ceasefire
of some kind; and this depends as much on the
willingness of armed ethnic groups to lay down
their weapons as it dies on the readiness of the
Tatmadaw to stop fighting. It is just not cre-
dible to put the entire blame for continuing
fighting on elements inside the Myanmar
government and the Tatmadaw.

November 2016.
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